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Abstract 

With the development of deep neural network (DNN) techniques, applications of DNNs show state-of-art perfor-
mance. In the cloud edge collaborative mode, edge devices upload the raw data, such as texts, images, and videos, 
to the cloud for processing. Then, the cloud returns prediction or classification results. Although edge devices take 
advantage of the powerful performance of DNN, there are also colossal privacy protection risks. DNN partition strat-
egy can effectively solve the privacy problems by offload part of the DNN model to the edge, in which the encoded 
features are transmitted rather than original data. We explore the relationship between privacy and the intermedia 
result of the DNN. The more parts offloaded to the edge, the more abstract features we can have, indicating more 
conducive to privacy protection. We propose a privacy protection approach based on a maximum DNN partition 
strategy. Besides, a mix-precision quantization approach is adopted to reduce the energy use of edge devices. The 
experiments show that our method manages to increase at most 20% model privacy in various DNN architecture. 
Through the energy-aware mixed-precision quantization approach, the model’s energy consumption is reduced by at 
most 5x comparing to the typical edge-cloud solution.
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Introduction
As the widespread deep learning, deep neural networks 
(DNNs) have achieved state-of-the-art performance in 
various research fields, such as image classification [1], 
object detection [2] and natural language processing [3] 
etc. With the improvement of the accuracy requirements 
for the inference results, the topology of DNN tends to be 
more and more complex, evolving from chain topology 
to directed acyclic graph (DAG) topology [4], which leads 
to tremendous computational resources that correspond-
ingly necessitate substantial energy consumption.

In Internet of Things (IoT) environment, there are 
mainly three deployment models of DNNs shown in 

Fig.  1, which takes the classical LeNet5 [5] model as 
an example. In Fig.  1a, all inference steps of DNNs are 
deployed in the cloud. Edge devices upload raw data, such 
as images, texts, and videos, to the cloud, and the cloud 
returns the inference result for later use. This model pro-
vides high stability and availability for applications since 
cloud servers are well-protected in cloud data centers 
and are easier to control and protect. Also, edge devices 
can save considerable energy and computation resources 
for other tasks. However, it brings substantial privacy 
risks since the raw data is sent to the cloud, which might 
be hacked by a third party or used by the cloud services 
provider. In Fig.  1b, we adopt the edge-computing con-
cept and try to offload the computation to edge devices 
as much as possible, namely all inference steps of DNNs 
are deployed in the edge, and then edge devices upload 
the inference result to the cloud. Under this model, the 
edge has the highest privacy level regarding DNN usage 
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since the edge holds the raw data and the whole infer-
ence process. However, this method offloads all DNN 
to edge devices which could be harmful to application 
developers since malicious users can hack their models 
for other uses [6]. Moreover, edge devices have to pay for 
enormous computational resources and energy. The cost 
might be too huge to implement the model since edge 
devices are power-limited [7].

Both the academic and the industry utilize the hybrid 
model (Fig. 1c) to balance privacy and energy use. They 
introduced “DNN partition” approaches to split the DNN 
model and deploy part of the DNN model in the edge and 
another part in the cloud. After receiving the raw data, 
the edge executes the inference steps using a part DNN 
model and obtains the intermediate result (IR), namely 
feature maps. Then, the IR is sent to the cloud, finishing 

the rest of the inference steps. Since the edge only exe-
cutes part of the inference steps, it saves computational 
resources and energy. Meanwhile, users’ privacy is pro-
tected since the cloud only receives the IR, and it is not 
easy to reconstruct the original data from the IR directly 
[7].

DNN partition approach is privacy-related and energy-
related. At first, previous works have proven that send-
ing IRs to the cloud is beneficial for privacy protection 
compared with sending original data [7]. During the 
DNN inference process, along with the abstraction from 
each network layer, IRs are more distinguishable from 
the original input since each layer extracts task-relevant 
information and abandons the rest. Secondly part of 
the DNN model still consumes significant computa-
tional resources and energy on edge devices. Numerous 

Fig. 1 Different deployment models for DNNs in IoT environment taking LeNet5 as an example
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embedded devices, especially battery-powered or solar-
powered devices, are power-limited, indicating that 
we cannot deploy too many DNN layers on the device. 
Therefore, how to utilize the DNN partition strategy to 
achieve maximum privacy protection within the edge 
device’s energy budget becomes a critical problem.

To face the high energy demand challenge, many 
related kinds of research on energy optimization for 
DNN have emerged in academia and industry to reduce 
the energy use of DNNs in aspects of the hardware layer, 
the runtime environment, and the software layer. For 
example, the software-level optimization approaches 
include pruning [8], quantization [9], tensor decomposi-
tion [10], knowledge distillation [11], etc.

Quantification is an effective method to reduce the 
size and energy consumption of DNN by quantizing 
the weight and activation to lower precision. The most 
widely used quantization method is unified quantiza-
tion, in which each layer of the neural network is quan-
tified to the same number of bits. Unified quantization 

is a simple but effective quantization method that can 
significantly reduce the energy consumption of neural 
networks. However, with the emergence of more edge 
devices, unified quantization may not meet the energy 
consumption requirements of these devices. Since the 
nature and structure of each layer of the neural net-
work are very different, the use of mixed precision 
quantization for different layers can get a higher energy 
consumption compression rate [12], in which differ-
ent layers and different activations may have different 
quantization levels.

This work introduces an energy-aware mix-precision 
approach to DNN partition, named maximized DNN 
partition strategy, to maximize the user’s privacy pro-
tection level within the edge device’s power budget. Our 
intuition is shown in Fig. 2. The maximized DNN parti-
tion strategy not only splits the given DNN model but 
also quantizes the edge model partition to further reduce 
energy use. Our work’s fundamental problem is find-
ing a DNN partition-related mix-precision quantization 

Fig. 2 Example of Mixed-Precision Quantization Model in DNN Partition Approach for Privacy Protection and Energy Save
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strategy in which only prepositive layers are quantized 
and the energy consumption of the edge device is 
minimized.

We make the following contributions in this work:

• We analyze the relationship between privacy and IRs 
on DAG model architectures and propose block-wise 
partition method.

• We investigate the influence of the mix-precision 
quantization on privacy protection under the DNN 
partition strategy.

• We propose an energy-aware mix-precision quanti-
zation method to minimize the energy consumption 
of the DNN model for inference.

• We propose a maximized DNN partition strategy to 
maximize the user’s privacy protection level.

The paper is organized as follows: Section  Related 
works  gives a brief literature review. Section  Privacy 
analysis  thoroughly investigates the influence factors 
of privacy. Section  Maximized DNN partition mod-
eling  abstracts our problem with its constraints and 
objective as a searching problem. Section  Searching 
algorithm  describes a heuristic-based searching algo-
rithm to find the maximum DNN partition strategy. 
Section  Experiment  gives a series of test cases to verify 
our algorithm and result. Section  Conclusion and fur-
ther works summarizes our work and points out further 
research directions.

Related works
This section mainly focuses on three aspects: DNN Parti-
tion, Deep Learning Privacy, and Neural Network Quan-
tization. Firstly, we introduce the related approaches. 
Then, we give a brief discussion on the similarities and 
differences between this work and previous works.

DNN partition
In the IoT environment, lots of work have been done to 
propose various DNN partition strategies. Generally, 
these works can be categorized into two kinds according 
to their partition mechanism.

DNN models can be split into several edge devices to 
form a distributed DNN inference. MoDNN [13] is a 
locally distributed mobile computing system for DNN 
applications, which partition trained DNN model onto 
several mobile devices to accelerate DNN computations 
by alleviating device-level computing cost and memory 
usage. DeepThings [14], a framework for adaptively dis-
tributed execution of CNN-based inference applications 
on edge clusters, employs a scalable Fused Tile Partition-
ing of convolution layers to minimize memory footprint 
while exposing parallelism. Miao et  al. [4] focused on 

the DNN models with the directed acyclic graph topol-
ogy. They split the DNN inference task into several small 
jobs and assigned them to different edge devices through 
a load-balancing algorithm to accelerate the inference 
speed.

The DNN model is split between the edge and the 
server, which is widely adopted. The challenge is to have 
an appropriate partition point to achieve the specific 
objective. Neurosurgeon [15], a lightweight scheduler to 
automatically partition DNN models between mobiles 
and clouds via model analysis to reduce the computation 
latency and the energy use on the mobile side and maxi-
mize the throughput on the cloud side. Ko et al. [16] pro-
posed a DNN partition strategy for resource-constrained 
IoT platforms. They coupled the DNN partition with a 
feature encoding mechanism to significantly improve 
the energy efficiency and throughput of the edge device. 
Edgent [17] adaptively partitions DNN computation 
between device and edge and utilizes right-sizing tech-
nique to accelerate DNN inference through early-exit at 
a proper intermedia DNN layer. Li et al. [18] split DNN 
models between edge devices and edge servers consider-
ing the task latency. To solve the excessive queueing delay 
in the edge servers, they introduced an early-exit mecha-
nism to accelerate DNN inference while achieving high 
accuracy.

Our work follows the style that splits DNN model 
between the edge devices and the servers. Unlike the 
previous literature, we pay more attention to privacy and 
energy use of edge devices.

Deep learning privacy
In today’s edge-cloud DNN inference mode, there are 
potential risks in user privacy. For example, user data 
can be abused by a malicious cloud provider for other 
usages, or the third-party attacker may hijack the data 
sent to the cloud through the network. Recently, with the 
development of IoT and the wide-spear of edge devices, 
more and more researches have begun to focus on pri-
vacy under the edge-cloud scenario. The main challenge 
is how to quantify the privacy risk and how to defend 
against privacy leakage.

Osia et al. [19] proposed a hybrid deep learning archi-
tecture to extract the necessary features from the input 
and send them to the cloud while casting out other irrel-
evant features which have the potential risk of being 
used to extract user privacy information. Tang et al. [20] 
proposed a framework to decide whether to upload the 
data to the cloud for higher performance or compute 
natively for privacy protection based on the data con-
tent. However, this method requires knowledge of what 
part of the information is sensitive and may cause poten-
tial privacy leakage. These can be impractical in actual 
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circumstances that users may face privacy risks from var-
ious perspectives.

Gu et al. [7] systematically analyzed the privacy risks in 
the edge-computing environment for image classification 
applications using DNN models. Based on their discov-
ery, they proposed a Ternary Model Partitioning mecha-
nism to mitigate the identified information leakages. Shi 
et al. [21] based on Gu’s work, further study the privacy 
protection by reserving layers on the edge device based 
on the trade-off between DNN performance and energy 
consumption. They utilized Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence to measure the privacy between different IRs and 
they have proven that more privacy edges can get if more 
DNN parts are offloaded to the edge. Based on their find-
ings, they utilized DNN partition to balance the DNN 
performance in the edge device and the user’s privacy 
protection level.

This paper utilizes the DNN partition mechanism to 
project users’ privacy in the edge-computing environ-
ment. Our work is quite close to Shi’s work [21]. However, 
we make two more contributions. Firstly, Shi’s work only 
focused on the chain topology DNN models, like Alext-
Net. We further study the privacy problem under DNN 
partition strategy on the DAG topology DNN models. 
Secondly, we introduce an energy-aware mix-precision 
quantization approach further to reduce the energy use 
in the edge device. Along with the mix-precision quanti-
zation approach, we can reduce the energy consumption 
of the inference process in the edge device leading to that 
we can deploy more layers on the device. However, how 
to find the mix-precision-related split point and keep the 
model’s accuracy become new challenges.

Neural network quantization
As today’s DNN becoming complex than ever before, the 
enormous computation resources they consume have pri-
marily limited applications on edge devices. With the IoT 
approaching, there is a raising need for DNN compres-
sion techniques. Neural network quantization effectively 
shrinks the model size and reduces energy consumption 
by quantizing original weights and activations to lower 
precision without changing model architecture. The 
challenge of DNN quantization is the trade-off between 
model accuracy and model performance. Uniform 8-bit 
quantization has been able to reduce the model sizes by 
a factor of 4 with insignificant accuracy loss [22]. Moreo-
ver, as the structure and importance vary among DNN 
layers, mixed-precision is adopted to further compress 
the model and save energy.

Want et al. [12] proposed HAQ, a framework that uti-
lizes reinforcement learning to automatically search for 
mixed-precision quantization strategies to optimize the 
latency and energy consumption of neural networks 

through a hardware simulator. Yuan et al. [23] proposed 
EvoQ, a mixed-precision strategy based on an evolution-
ary algorithm to optimize the model bit allocation with 
limited data. To improve search efficiency, EvoQ analyzes 
the quantization sensitivity of each layer to boost search 
efficiency. Rusci et  al. [24] propose a memory-driven 
neural network quantization method to achieve optimal 
accuracy within the memory constraint.

In our work, we plan to utilize the mix-precision 
approach to optimize the energy consumption of the 
edge device. Minimize energy is our primary objective 
within the mix-precision approach. Besides, we com-
bined the mix-precision with the DNN partition mecha-
nism for privacy protection.

Privacy analysis
In this section, we propose our privacy measurement 
approach. Then, we fully investigate the influence of the 
DNN partition strategy and the mix-precision quantiza-
tion strategy on privacy.

Privacy measurement
The edge device’s privacy problems come from three 
aspects: input content leakages via projected IRs, input 
content leakages via input reconstruction, and input attri-
bution leakages via model interpretation [7]. In our work, 
we mainly focus on the first type, namely input content 
leakages via projected IRs, in which IRs computed out of 
shallow layers still bestow low-level photographic infor-
mation of the original inputs. Figure 3 shows an example, 
making a comparison between IRs from the first five con-
volution layers of VGG11 with the input image. In order 
to visualize IRs, the IRs with different sizes and different 
numbers of channels are processed in the following steps: 
(1) We take each channel in an IR as a grayscale image 
and resize them as the same size as the original input 
image; (2) we calculate the distances between all gray-
scale images with the original input image; (3) The gray-
scale image with the minimum distance is selected as our 
output. From Fig. 3, alone with the inference process, the 
IR become more and more abstract and hardly be recog-
nized compared with the original input.

To systematically investigate the privacy gain from each 
IR, we define our privacy measurement function as Eq. 1. 
In the Equation, x stands for the original input, IR stands 
for one of intermedia result from the inference process. 
IR[i] stands for the IR image from the i-th channel after 
resizing, where i ∈ [1, d(IR)] and d(IR) denotes the num-
ber of channel of the IR. dist(·) denotes the function 
that calculates the distance between two images. It can 
be implemented by commonly used image comparison 
methods such as MSE, SSIM [25], or KL divergence of 
classification results(KL) [7].
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To choose the distance function, we evaluate the pri-
vacy of each layer’s IR in VGG11 with the CIFAR10 
dataset using MSE, SSIM, and KL. As shown in Fig. 4, 
after the value has been normalized, the three meas-
urements all demonstrate a similar trend. We adopt 
the MSE method, shown as Eq.  2 in the following 

(1)P(x, IR) = min
i

dist(x, ÎR[i]) experiment considering it is the simplest way to com-
pute and it can boost our searching efficiency. In Eq. 2, 
x and y present two images respectively. m and n stand 
for the width and the height of the picture.

(2)MSE(x, y) =
1

mn

m−1∑

i=0

n−1∑

j=0

(x[i][j] − y[i][j])2

Fig. 3 Comparison between the Input Image with Different IRs

Fig. 4 Privacy changes with Different IRs in VGG11
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Privacy with DNN partition
Intuitively, in a traditional chain network structure, 
the activation becomes more abstract after processing 
layers and less similar to the original image, thus less 
risky for privacy leakage. Our experiment mentioned 
in Fig. 4 also prove this intuition. It is shown from the 
Fig. 4 that under different measurement methods, there 
is a regular pattern between IRs and privacy that is as 
the layer grows, the bigger the privacy value P becomes, 
indicating we offload more layers to the edge device can 
better protect privacy. This conclusion is also consist-
ent with the result in [21].

Compared with the chain topology DNNs, the DAG 
topology DNNs, such as ResNet [26], DenseNet [27] 
and MobileNets [28, 29]. Same with the chain DNNs, 
we try to find out the relationship between the IRs and 
privacy. We experiment on a typical DAG network, 
ResNet18, with the CIFAR100 dataset. The result is 
shown in Fig. 5. Different from Fig. 4, the relationship 
between IRs and privacy is unclear. Like the first two 
layers, the privacy is much higher along with the layer 
processing. However, after the Conv5 layer, the privacy 
fluctuates up and down without a certain pattern.

Unlike the chain DNNs, DAG DNNs are generally 
composed of a series of “basic block”s. Each basic block 
combines series layers, and within each basic block, 
the combination between layers is usually a complex as 
a non-chained and parallel model. For example, Fig.  6 
shows the basic block model from DenseNet, in which 
the last layer is connected with all previous layers within 
the same block. Therefore, some layers within a DAG 
DNN receive all information from the previous layers 
that cause the fluctuated privacy.

Despite the complex structure within the basic block, 
the structure between blocks is still simple as a chain 
structure in DAG DNNs. Therefore, our experiment, 
shown in Fig. 7, indicates that if we view a DAG DNN as 
a chain network that consists of a series of basic blocks. 
Then the relationship between its block-wisely IRs and P 
is consistent with the above regular pattern.

So we argue that when dealing with DAG DNN, the 
partition point should be set block-wisely rather than 
layer-wisely for two reasons:

• It is difficult and inefficient. The output of the layer is 
often required to be combined with other layers’ out-
put in the same block to produce the final output of 

Fig. 5 Privacy changes in Resnet18

Fig. 6 Basic Block Example from DenseNet
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the block. Meanwhile, the combination is often too 
complex to be partitioned, since it can cause huge 
network transmission cost by sending related IRs.

• Due to the complexity and variety of basic block 
structure, there haven’t been a clear pattern between 
partition point and privacy to rely on when partition-
ing between layers within basic block.

Privacy with precision quantization
Since quantization is a method to compress the DNN 
model by lowering the precision of model weights and 
activations, it also impacts privacy. Intuitively, the lower 
precision the weight and activation have, the harder com-
pression and model privacy should be better protected. 

We randomly pick an intermediate result from VGG11, 
and quantize it to 2, 4, 8-bit precision, respectively. Later, 
we calculate the P value. As shown in Fig.  8, the result 
that consists of our intuition that quantization has a ben-
eficial impact on privacy.

Maximized DNN partition modeling
This section first models the DNN inference process and 
DNN partition strategy under the mix-precision quan-
tization. Then, we construct our optimization objective 
and constraints to form a searching problem. At last, we 
give the measurements of the devices’ energy consump-
tion. The notations in this section are summarized in 
Table 1.

Fig. 7 Privacy changes in Resnet18 with Block-Wise Perspective

Fig. 8 Privacy changes with the Quantizer
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Without loss of generality, we use computer vision 
DNN models as our example to construct the modeling. 
In a typical computer vision scenario, an image is sent as 
an input to the classifier powered by a convolution neural 
network (CNN). Later, the classifier returns the predic-
tion value as an output. The process is defined as infer-
ence. More specifically, the inference can be considered 
as the input processed through a series of neural network 
layers or blocks, which are transformation functions. 
CNN is a composite of these functions(layers/blocks) 
that maps the raw input image to prediction output.

Given an input x and a chain CNN with n layers 
M = {L1, L2, ..., Ln} , the input is firstly processed by 
the first layer and produces an activation (also known 
as IR - intermediate result) a1 = L1(x;w1) , where w1 
represent the weights this layer learned from training. 
Then the activation is the input to the next layer. As for 
the activation of the ith layer, it can be represented as 
ai = Li(ai−1;wi) , where i > 1 . If we composite of i to i − 1 
layers, then we have ai = L1→i(x;w1→i) = LiLi−1...L1(x) , 
where w1→i represents the set of weights from the first 
layer to the ith layer {w1,w2, ..,wi}.

In a cloud-edge scenario, DNN inference is split 
and deployed separately in the edge and the cloud. 
Given a DNN with n layers and a partition point p 
where p ∈ (1, n) . The 1 → p th layers are deployed 
in the edge and the edge partition model is defined 
as Medge = {L1, L2, ...Lp} . Medge produces a IR as 

ap = L1→p(x;w1→p) , which is sent to the cloud 
though network. The p+ 1 → n layers are deplyed in 
the cloud and the cloud partition model is defined as 
Mcloud = {Lp+1, .., Ln} . Mcloud produces the final clas-
sification result y = Lp+1→n(ap;wp+1→n) and return it 
back to the edge.

Due to the constraints of computation capability 
and energy budget of the edge device, the neural net-
work quantization method can be applied to Medge for 
energy-saving and performance-boost. Given a full-
precision tensor t, we quantize it to b bit precision. The 
result can be presented as t̂b = Qb(t) where Qb(·) rep-
resents the quantizer for b bit precision. Given the ith 
layer of the DNN model Li , we quantize its weights and 
activation to bw and ba bit precision respectively. Let 
the input IR be ai−1 , the inference process can be pre-
sented as Eq. 3

In Eq. 3, πi = (bw , ba) is a quantization policy of this 
layer. The quantized edge model can be represented as 
Q(Medge, ;�) = {L

π1
1 , L

π2
2 , ...L

πn
p } , where � = {π1...πp} 

denotes the collection of quantization policies. Note 
that in mixed-precision quantization, each πi may have 
different value.

Previously we focus on traditional chain DNN. As for 
DAG DNN that consists of basic blocks B, we first pro-
ject it into a chain structure M = {B1,B2, ...,Bn} , and, 
as discussed in Section  Privacy with DNN Partition, 
rather than partition between layers, we make the par-
tition strategy block-wisely. We should also note that 
even within the same block, the structure, importance 
to accuracy, and parameter size of each layer are differ-
ent, so we still make the quantization policy for each 
layer of DAG DNN.

We aim to find an appropriate partition point and 
a quantization policy � to maximize user privacy P 
while ensuring edge device’s energy consumption E and 
whole model quantization loss ǫ within constraints. The 
problem is presented in Eq. 4.

In Eq.  4, P((M,�, p) represents the model’s privacy 
after the partition from p point with the Medge quan-
tized with policy � . E((Medge,�) denotes the energy 
consumption of the quantized Medge , and ǫ(Medge,�) 
represents the quantization loss. Eb and εb denote the 
energy constraint and loss constraint respectively. We 
discuss quantizer, privacy evaluation, energy evalua-
tion, and accuracy evaluation in the following sections.

(3)âi = L
πi
i (âi−1; ŵi) = Li(Qba(ai−1);Qbw (wi))

(4)
maximize P(M,�, p)
subjectto E(Medge,�) < Eb

ǫ(M,�) < εb

Table 1 Notations

Notation Description

M DNN model

Medge edge part of DNN model

Mcloud cloud part of DNN model

Li the ith layer of model

wi weight of the ith layer

ŵi quantized weight of the ith layer

ai activation of the ith layer

âi quantized activation of the ith layer

Qb quantization function with b bit precision

πi quantization policy of the ith layer

� quantization policy of DNN model

Bi the ith Block of model

P privacy evaluation function

p partition point of DNN model

E energy measurement of quantized model

EL inference energy consumption of one layer

ET energy consumption of network transmission

ǫ quantization loss evaluation function

Eb energy consumption constraint

εb quantization loss constraint
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Quantizer
We adopt the linear quantizer, which is more hardware-
friendly [22] and quantizes both activation and weight in 
the edge model, enabling the edge model to do inference 
using only integer arithmetic which is more efficient for 
common hardware [30].

Given a weight tensor w, we first truncate it to range 
[−c, c] , and then we quantize it linearly. The quantization 
process can be described as Eq. 5.

In Eq.  5 clamp(·, c) denotes the truncate function, 
which truncates range of the · to [−c, c] . s stands for the 
scaling factor. This work adopts the symmetric and uni-
form quantization method. Given a weight tensor, we use 
the max absolute value of a given tensor T as the range of 
the values and map it uniformly to b bit range. Therefore, 
c = max(abs(T )) and s is obtained according to Eq. 6. As 
for the activation(IR), we apply the similar method but 
truncate the value to [0,  c] rather than [−c, c] since the 
activation are non-negative.

Energy measurement
In this work, we intend to maximize the number of layers 
deployed in the edge to protect privacy while consider-
ing the energy use. The energy consumption of the Medge 
can be modeled as the sum of each layer and the network 
transmission cost. Thus given an edge model and quan-
tized it with policy � , its energy consumption can be rep-
resented as Eq. 7, in which EL(Lπii ) denotes the inference 
energy consumption of layer Lπii  , and ET denotes the net-
work cost to transfer the IR âp to cloud.

We use an analytical method proposed by [31] to meas-
ure the inference energy consumption. This allow us to 
obtain model inference energy without any hardware 
setup, which has great impact on research efficiency. 
This method divide the inference energy into two parts: 
the memory access energy and the multiply-accumulate 
(MAC) operation energy.

Equation  8 gives method to obtain EL , where NMAC 
and Nmem represent the number of the MAC operations 
and the memory access respectively. Emem|k and EMAC|k 

(5)ŵb = Qb(w) = round(clamp(w, c)/s)× s

(6)s =
c

2b−1 − 1

(7)E(Medge,�) =

p∑

i=1

EL(L
πi
i )+ ET (âp)

(8)EL = NMAC × Emem|k + Nmem × EMAC|k

represent the energy consumption of one MAC opera-
tion and one memory access on k-bit precision data. 
Given a layer L, NMAC and Nmem can be obtained from 
the layer’s hyper-parametersThe number of memory 
access Nmem is calculated as the sum of input size and 
parameter size for each layer. For example, in a depth-
wise convolutional layer, each input channel is con-
volved with its own set of filters(if size out_channelsin_channels  ) and 
there will be in_channels × out_channels/in_channels 
channels total, so the parameter size is K 2 × outchannels 
and the Nmem is W ×H × I + K 2 × O/I × I . As for the 
Mmac , because each output channel is calculated through 
one input channel and a kernel with size K 2 × O/I , so 
the number of MAC operations of each channel is sup-
pose to be K 2 ×M2 × O/I , and total Nmac of O output 
channels is K 2 ×M2 × O2/I . Typically, for a depthwise 
convolutional layer, the output channel is same as 
the input channel, thus above can be simplified to 
Nmac = K 2 ×M2 × O.

As for network transmission, we assume the network 
environment is stable. Given a chunk of data d with the 
size of M(d) and the energy consumption of sending 
every unit of data by device Etran , the network transmis-
sion cost can be represented as Eq. 9.

Due to the limited battery capacity on edge devices, 
we set the energy constraint on edge model energy con-
sumption as Eb = αB , where B denotes the battery capac-
ity and α is the fraction of battery energy that can be used 
for DNN inference, namely the energy budget.

Quantization loss evaluation
Quantization can bring benefits like reducing model 
size, accelerating inference and saving energy, but it costs 
model accuracy [22]. In general, 8-bit quantization only 
leads to insignificant accuracy loss, but lower precision 
quantization need finetune to help model recovering 
from quantization loss. Thus during the search stage, we 
first finetune the model for one epoch on training set, 
then evaluate its quantization loss. We think this one 
turn finetune is necessary for model evaluation because 
the serve loss introduced by very-low bit quantization 
will make post training quantization models’ accuracy 
too low to assess. One turn finetune will help a great deal 
for accuracy recovery without introducing too much 
cost like fully finetuning, and we notice that this method 
has been adopt in many NAS-like works [12]. Once the 
model is quantized and finetuned for one epoch on train-
ing set, we evaluate the quantization loss through model 
accuracy loss directly shown as Eq. 10, where accurorigin 
denotes the model top1 classification accuracy, accurquant 
denotes the quantized model accuracy after one epoch 

(9)ET (d) = M(d)× Etran
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finetuning. In order to ensure the quantization loss, we 
set different loss bound εb according to different model 
architecture and original model accuracy.

Searching algorithm
We construct our problem as a searching problem in 
Eq. 4. We adopt an evolution algorithm to search for the 
partition point and the quantization policy. Given a DNN 
model with n layers, we encode the partition point along 
with the quantization policy into a n+ 1 dimension vec-
tor V = (p,�n) , where p stands for the partition point, 
�n denotes a quantization policy with the length of n. 
After the strategy vector is given, the original model will 
be split from the p-th layer, and the edge model will be 
quantized according to the first p elements in �n while 
the p+ 1 → n elements will be masked. Let the quanti-
zation bit range be Rw and Ra for weights and activations, 
then the search space is O(p× len(Rw)

p × len(Ra)
p).

We use a classic genetic algorithm to explore the search 
space automatically. The procedure is summarized in 
Algorithm 1. A population with N strategy vectors is ran-
domly initialized and kept throughout the search. Each 
strategy vector is evaluated by a fitness function. In each 
iteration, S samples are randomly selected from the pop-
ulation. The strategy with the highest fitness in the sam-
ples is selected from the population as the parent, and an 
offspring is generated by mutation operation on the par-
ent with mutating probability prob. The strategy with the 
worst fitness in the samples is excluded from the popula-
tion, and the offspring is added into the population.

As it is mentioned in Eq.  4, we use the privacy P as 
the fitness to evaluate each strategy vector. In order to 

(10)ǫ(M,�) = accurorigin − accurquant

meet the energy and loss constraint, we also measure 
the energy and the quantization loss for each strategy. To 
those strategies that do not meet the constraint, we pun-
ish their fitness to ensure the final search result satisfies 
the constraint. The fitness function is defined as Eq. 11.

In Eq.  11, punish(�, v, b) represents the punishment 
function, where � represents the punishment coefficient. 
We use a exponential punishment function as shown in 
Eq.  12 where � ∈ (0, 1) and smaller � represents more 
strict punishment. v and b denotes the value and bound 
respectively. When v is less than b, the function will 
return 1 with no punishment. When v is greater than b, 
as shown in Fig. 9, the punishment value decreases grad-
ually to zero as v grows. Comparing to exclude the strat-
egy directly, our method is more suitable for ensuring v 
to be within b while preserving population diversity.

In Algorithm  1, there will be totally N + T  individu-
als generated and assessed for fitness(N individuals at 
initiation and T during the search), then the complexity 
of Algorithm 1. can be represented in big O annotation 
as O(N + T ) . However, in experiment, the time cost can 
largely depend on the original model architecture with 
the same N and T setup. This is because , as mentioned 
in Quantization loss evaluation section, we finetune each 
individual for one turn before assessing their accuracy 
and this process is the main time cost of Algorithm  1 

(11)
F(V ,Eb, ǫb) = P(M, p,�)

× punish(�1,E(M, p,�),Eb)

× punish(�2, ǫ(M,�), εb)

(12)punish(�, v, b) =

{
�

v
b
−1 v > b

1 otherwise

Fig. 9 Punishment Function Example
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in our experiment. Therefore, with the same setup, big 
deep model architectures on which the one turn finetune 
process can take long time to finish, will have significant 
longer search time than those small and compact models, 
as presented in Table 2.

Algorithm 1 Evolution Search

Experiment
We conduct extensive experiments to verify the effec-
tiveness of our method on improving model privacy and 
reducing model energy consumption.

Environment
Our experiments are performed on the CIFAR100 data-
set with Resnet18/50 and MobileNet. We perform per-
channel and per-layer quantization on weights and 
activations. In this work, we only explore the mixed 
quantization policy on weights Rw = {2, 4, 6, 8} and uni-
form quantized the activation to 8-bit Ra = {8} . In addi-
tion, in order to prevent dramatic accuracy loss, we left 
the first layer and the full-collection layer unquantized as 
mentioned in [12]. Inference energy Emem|k and EMAC|k 
are set and shown in Table 3 according to [31] based on 
45nm CMOS devices. Transmission energy Etran is set 
to 100pJ/b with 1Mbps bandwidth. Energy bound Eb 

is set to 0.35J which is half of the energy consumption 
used in [21] with full-precision models. Quantization 
loss bound ǫb is set according to different model archi-
tecture to ensure final model accuracy loss less than 3% . 
In evolution search, the population size P = 20 , sam-
ple size S = 10 , mutation probability for partition point 
probp = 0.5 , and for quantization policy prob� = 0.3 , 
punishment coefficient �1 = �2 = 0.1 , and max iterations 
T = 1000 . During quantized model finetuning, SGD is 
used as the optimizer with the learning rate and momen-
tum set to 1e-3 and 0.9 respectively. All search process 
are performed on a NIVIDIA A1000 GPU with 20G 
memory.

Methodology
We first evaluate the fitness change in evolution pro-
cess to prove the convergence of the search algorithm. 
Then we systematically compare our approach to full-
precision, and uniform quantized models in partition 
point, privacy, and energy. We first evaluate three meth-
ods under the same energy bound. Then we make a fur-
ther comparison by using the same partition point. We 
prove the advantage of our method using mixed-preci-
sion quantization, which can effectively reduce model 
energy consumption, enable more layer offload to the 
edge device and preserve privacy. We also make a deep 
analysis of the AI decided partition point and quantiza-
tion strategy. Finally, we compare our method to a typical 
edge-cloud solution.

Experiment results
Table  2 shows the search time of 1000 iterations on 
MobileNet, ResNet18 and ResNet50. We can see that 
MobileNet take about 6x time shorter than ResNet50.

Figure 10 shows the evolution process of ResNet18/50 
and MobileNet. The privacy value increase rapidly 
at early iterations and is kept steady with only slight 
changes. In all three model architecture, the optimization 
process can be accomplished within 600 iterations. We 
observe, in general, that aggressive changes are lead by p 
change and slight changes are lead by �n mutation. For 
example, we can notice in ResNet18 there is a jump on 
privacy at around the 550th iteration. Before this itera-
tion, the population is dominated by individuals that have 

Table 2 Search Time of 1000 iterations

Model Search Time

MobileNet 2h

ResNet18 3.4h

ResNet50 12h

Table 3 Energy Consumption Estimation Parameters

Operation Energy(pJ)

k bit Memory access ( EMem|k) 2.5k

32 bit MULT INT 3.1

32 bit ADD INT 0.1

k bit MAC INT ( EMAC|k) ((3.1*k)/32 +0.1)
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p = 6 and the best privacy increases only sightly due to 
�n changes towards lower precision. This situation lasts 
about 500 iterations(from 50th to 500th iteration) until a 
individual with p = 7 is generated and while its �n is effi-
cient enough to meet the energy bound, therefore, leads a 
jump on best population privacy.

We compare our method with full-precision and 
8-bit uniform quantized model on model accuracy, 
partition point, and privacy under the same energy 
bound Eb . In the experiment, we offload as much lay-
ers to edge model as the energy can afford for full-
precision and uniform quantized model. The result is 
shown in Table  4. In ResNet18, our method manages 
to offload more blocks in edge device under the same 
energy consumption from 1 block(2 conv layers), 5 
blocks(12 layers) to 7 blocks(17 layers) increasing pri-
vacy by about 20% and 8% with accuracy loss less than 
4% . In ResNet50, we observe a similar increase with 

insignificant model accuracy loss(less than 2% ). As for 
MobileNet which is a compact network designed for 
mobile devices, our method and 8-bit uniform quanti-
zation are both able to offload all conv layers to edge 
device under energy constraint Eb . However, we still 
observe a 6% increase in model privacy and 20% reduc-
tion on energy of our method, as shown in Fig. 11, with 
less than 3% accuracy loss.

In order to further demonstrate our advantage that 
leads by mixed precision quantization, we set the parti-
tion point uniformly to the same as our method com-
paring privacy and energy in ResNet18/50. As shown 
in Fig.  11, under the same offload blocks, our method 
reduce the model energy by about 40% and 30% respec-
tively comparing to 8-bit uniform quantized model.

We visualize the quantization strategy of ResNet18 in 
Fig. 12. We can observe that, in ResNet18, the model is 
split from the 7th block. The size of its IR is only half 
the size of the previous block and 1/8 of the first block. 
Also, we can notice that, within the basic block, extra 
layers in block3, block5, and block7 are assigned with 
the lowest bit number(3rd layer in block3, block5, and 
block7). Intuitively, this is because these layers are used 
for adjusting channel numbers and have only a few 
parameters (kernel size 1x1), and are not sensitive to 
model accuracy.

Table  5 presents the result comparing our method 
to a typical edge-cloud solution: edge model uniform 
quantized to 8-bit [22] and model split between con-
volutional layers and full connection layers [21]. The 
results show that, in ResNet18/50, our method reduce 
the energy consumption by about 2x and 5x with trad-
ing off about 5% and 1% privacy.

Fig. 10 The search process of ResNet18/50 and MobileNet

Table 4 Edge offloads and Privacy Under Eb

Model Quantization Offloads Privacy Accuracy (top1)

#B #L

ResNet18 full-precision 1 2 0.8045 0.7679

8-bit Uniq 5 12 0.8877 0.7679

ours 7 17 0.9595 0.7302

ResNet50 full-precision 1 4 0.8493 0.7812

8-bit Uniq 4 14 0.8542 0.7807

ours 6 20 0.9454 0.7642

MobileNet full-precision 13 24 0.9826 0.6516

8-bit Uniq 14 26 1.0427 0.6462

ours 14 26 1.1102 0.6207
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Conclusion and further works
In this paper, we propose a privacy protection approach 
based on a maximum DNN partition strategy. We first 
explore the relationship between privacy and the num-
ber of offload layers in both chain and DAG structure 
DNN. We observe that privacy increasing with offload 

layers in chain structure and no clear relationship in 
DAG structure. In the DAG structure, we further dis-
cover that privacy increases with offload blocks and 
proposes block-wise partition. Secondly, we combine 
mixed-precision quantization with DNN partition and 
study its impact on privacy. Last but not least, we adopt 
an Evolution Search algorithm to search the design space 
automatically. Experiment results show our method can 
increase at most 20% privacy in various DNN architec-
tures and reduce energy by at most 5x comparing to the 
typical edge-cloud solution with only insignificant accu-
racy loss. For the further works, we point two interesting 
directions. 1. In the modeling section, we barely consider 
the stable network connections, and our energy model 
for network energy is roughly simple, since the transmit-
ted data amount is quite limited since the quantization 
method. However, unstable network connection might 

Fig. 11 Energy Under Same Partition Point

Fig. 12 Partition point and Quantization strategy

Table 5 Comparison between conv/fc partition

Model Strategy Offloads Energy Privacy

#B #L

ResNet18 8-bit conv/fc 8 20 0.7269 1.0068

ours 7 18 0.3427 0.9595

ResNet50 8-bit conv/fc 16 53 1.6776 0.9583

ours 6 21 0.3402 0.9454
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introduce huge delay and extra energy consumption. 
It could be investigate deeply in the further work. 2. To 
make keep simplicity and effective of the work, we level 
the inference latency out of consideration. However it 
might cause bad user experience and violation of quality 
of service. We could introduce the latency measurement 
in our further work.
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